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“I have never worked for a 
company who paid my wages 
whilst I was injured. Being able  
to meet my household bills 
meant I had no reason to talk  
to a solicitor.”
Mr A. Morgan

ReWage

What is ReWage?

It is a part of the Employer’s Liability policy 
that indemnifies the policyholder for wage 
payments made to employees during 
periods of absence caused by accidents  
at work.

The policyholder undertakes to continue 
paying wages to an injured employee who 
has sustained an accident at work that is 
RIDDOR reportable.

Syndicate 2525 will quickly confirm 
reimbursement if liability is likely to attach 
on the balance of probabilities.

A £750 excess applies only if absence is 
less than 4 weeks.

For longer periods of absence, Syndicate 
2525 instructs and pays for rehabilitation 
services in order to promote early return  
to work.

Key benefits
• Lower incidence of legally represented claims

• Lower cost of claims that are made

• Workforce perceive better welfare benefits

•  Creates goodwill between employer and  
injured employee

•  Benefit of Rehabilitation Consultants without  
cost to policyholder

•  Use of Rehabilitation Consultants reduces period  
of absence by employee

•  ReWage available even if policyholder already pays 
employees absent through workplace injury



  

How does ReWage work?
The ReWage concept is quite simple and intended to provide a platform 
for an injured employee to continue to receive wages during absence 
following an accident at work where liability can readily be established  
and agreed. 

 
This makes formal, legally represented claims largely unnecessary  
thus reducing the legal cost impact to the claims experience.

The instruction of a Rehabilitation Consultant provides important 
information about the extent of the employee’s injuries and ‘return  
to work’ can be hastened with the co-ordination or addition of  
medical services.

ReWage is a free addition to the Employer’s Liability policy that policy-
holders may use should they choose. The more it’s used, the more  
the workforce perceive better welfare benefits. The normal statutory 
Employer’s Liability cover remains in place regardless.

If using ReWage, the policyholder must:

• Keep paying the injured employee following their accident

• Notify Syndicate 2525 that they are doing so within 21 days
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“The use of ReWage and Rehabilitation 
Consultants increases the workforce’s 
perception of a better welfare 
environment at their place of work”



Product overview
The larger part of any liability claim settlement is ‘Special Damages’, which 
mainly consist of wages the claimant would have received had they been able 
to work. ReWage reimburses wages to the policyholder who continues paying 
the same to the injured employee from the date of loss. All the policyholder 
needs to do is advise Syndicate 2525 within 21 days that they have decided to 
continue paying wages.

Our adjuster will quickly establish that, on the balance of probabilities, liability 
would attach and reimbursement under ReWage confirmed.

Key features

•  Liability usually agreed within 28 days with confirmation of reimbursement

• £750 excess only applies for absences less than 28 days

•  Medical Consent obtained early to enable full understanding of injuries 
sustained and recuperation required

•  ‘Return to Work’ managed by Rehabilitation Consultant if required

•  Legal representation fees can be avoided thus negating their impact on 
claims experience

Why is it good for staff?
Legally represented claims arise because the injured employee can’t meet 
domestic financial obligations if wages have been stopped, but the largest 
part of the claim will usually be that to recover lost wages. Paying wages in 
circumstances where liability can be readily established makes good sense.

There is no downside to the employer and an obvious benefit to the employee.
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Manufacturers of contemporary office furniture

Arthur Goodjob, aged 44, married, 3 children

Skilled Machine Operator. 5 years’ service.  
Good production record. Good absence record.  
Steady and respected employee

£400pw gross

14 weeks

 
The machine on which Arthur works automatically delivers  
table tops to a trolley and a labourer collects and takes them 
through to the QC Department. The labourer is missing and 
to stop a backlog accumulating Arthur decides to take the 
trolley through himself. While doing so, he snags his ring finger 
and suffers a lumbar strain and a broken finger. He reports to 
medical officer and is sent home and advised to visit the casualty 
department of the local hospital. The accident is not witnessed.

Recognising this as quite a nasty injury, a RIDDOR Report  
is completed and reviewed by Management and HR. As Arthur  
is a good employee, it is decided to keep paying his wages  
and notify Syndicate 2525 for reimbursement of wages  
under ReWage.

Upon receipt of notification of the incident, an adjuster is 
appointed to discuss the circumstances with the policyholder 
and it is concluded that the action performed is outside the 
scope of the employee’s duties. Although rings and other 
personal jewellery should be removed and placed in lockers 
provided, there is no system to check this has happened. Arthur 
enjoys a bonus related to productivity which may explain his 
haste. There is no guideline regarding the use of trucks to 
transfer stock to the QC Department. The ReWage adjuster  
and policyholder agree that there would likely be a finding of 
liability on the balance of probabilities and that decision triggers 
the indemnity.

Case Study: 
ASSURED: For Instance Manufacturing Limited (FIML)
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Case Study: 
ASSURED: For Instance Manufacturing Limited (FIML)

ARTHUR’S 
RECUPERATION

OUTCOME

1. Arthur receives full pay (PAYE). ReWage reimburses all 
wage payments from the date of loss.

2. Arthur’s productivity bonus is also paid based on previous  
average payments because the accident stopped him 
working the full cycle. ReWage reimburses this also.

3. Arthur is still absent two months post-incident and  
adjuster and FIML agree to offer him a rehabilitation 
programme designed to accelerate his return to work. 
Rehab is successful and Arthur is back at work within  
14 weeks. He decides not to consult a solicitor or to pursue 
compensation for Pain & Suffering as he feels he has been 
fairly treated by the employer and is keen to return to work.

FIML seeks reimbursement for: 

a) Wages - 14 x £400 =  £5,600

b) Average productivity bonus £750 =  £750

Total  £6,350

 
Total ReWage outcome: 

Special Damages  £6,350

General Damages        £0

Rehab – Medical/Physio/Other  £1,500

Total  £7,850

 
Typical outcome: 

Special Damages (Extended absence – no rehab) £6,750

General Damages        £4,000

Legal Costs (minimum)r  £8,000

Total  £18,750
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What about Rehab?
Rehabilitation Consultants provide direct support to the injured employee, 
which, in the first instance, may be as straightforward as speaking to the 
employee over the telephone to see how he/she is and what medical 
treatment they are receiving. This is done in the name of the employer to 
avoid the employee identifying an insurance interest.

In more serious cases or where the NHS treatment being provided is 
lacking, private medical services can be provided in order to hasten the 
employee’s return to work. In any event, insurers and the policyholder will 
have a far better understanding of the seriousness of the injuries suffered 
and the likely prognosis than they would if the policyholder was just 
receiving periodic GP certificates.

What is the maximum payout?
The policy indicates a maximum payout under ReWage of 104 week’s 
wages, although it is very rare for such protracted periods of absence  
under ReWage claims. Given legal costs are normally commensurate with 
the size of a legally represented claim, the longer the period of absence 
where ReWage reimbursement is active, the greater the saving on legal 
costs.

What next?
ReWage is included free under all 100% Syndicate 2525 Employer’s Liability 
policies. The policyholder simply decides whether they wish to continue 
paying wages to their injured employee and, if so, must notify us that they 
are doing so within 21 days.

For more information
Please visit our website: 
www.syndicate2525.co.uk
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